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I. INTRODUCTION
1. Introductory Statement.The problem of stress analysis of beams
is of interest in all branches of engineering design involving members subject
to bending loads.In this bulletin are presented several methods of analysis of
beam problems.These methods are all based on the fact that the deflection
curve of a beam may be represented approximately by one Fourier series appli-
cable over the entire beam.The degree of approximation is determined by
the needs of the analyst and not by any fundamental error in the methods.It
is believed that an engineer who is confronted frequently with the solution of
beam problems will find that time spent in mastering the methods discussed
herein will be saved many times over in subsequent applications.
For the solution ofstatically determinate and statically indeterminate
beams of constant stiffness, charts are presented that should save time and
reduce chances for error.For beams of varying stiffness a general method of
solution is discussed that involves the use of only the slide rule or calculating
machine.
2. Summary.In this bulletin are presented methods for the solution of
beam problems by use of the trigonometric series
2rz 3rx
y = a sin + 02Sifl +a3 sin .+ a,, sin
1 1 1
for representing the equation of the elastic curve.The coefficientsa2,a2,
a,, .. .a,, are constants in any particular problem.Included here is the
energy method of determination of these coefficients.Some of the applications
of this method, included in this report, have been discussed previously by
S. Timoshenko (1), and others.Another method for determination of these
coefficients, which has a wider practical application, is explained and applied
to several typical examples.
The bulletin is divided into three general parts.First, the use of Fourier
series in the solution of constant El beams is discussed.Applications to both
statically determinate and statically indeterminate problems are given.Tables
and charts are presented that may be used to reduce the solution of these prob-
lems to simple arithmetic.Secondly, an approximate method for obtaining the
equation of the elastic curve for beams of constant stiffness is given.Thirdly,
a general method for determining the coefficients of the Fourier series is
explained.This last method is applicable to beams of varying stiffness, either
statically determinate or indeterminate.
The emphasis in the bulletin has been placed on the application of the
methods rather than on rigorous mathematical discussion of the principlesENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 18
involved.For this reason lengthy discussions of the convergence of the series
representing the bending moment, shear, etc., have been omitted.In most ap-
plications the degree of accuracy needed depends on many factors.Usually the
stress analyst can make the decision as to the necessary accuracy of his com-
putations, and by reference to examples given he can determine the simplest
method of obtaining his desired result.
3. Acknowledgments.Necessary financial assistance in preparing and
publishing this bulletin was obtained from the Engineering Experiment Station.
The work was carried on under the general supervision of S. H. Graf, Director
of Engineering Research, who edited this report and prepared the material for
publication.His cooperation and encouragement are gratefully appreciated.
The author wishes to thank W. E. Milne, head of the Department of Mathe-
matics, for his valuable suggestions on many of the mathematical questions
involved.Calculations of the deflection, slope, moment, and shear coefficients,
and drawings of all charts and figures were done by Eloise Hout, research aide.
II. FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
1. Basic Assumptions.in this report it is assumed that the differential
equation of the elastic curve of a beam is given by the equation:
d2yM
dx2EI'
(
where x is measured from the left support and y is measured from the un-
loaded position of the beam and is positive upward.The bending moment M
is taken as positive if the upper fibers of the beam are in compression.The
modulus of elasticity is denoted byE.The moment of inertia of the cross
section of the beam about its centroidal axis is denoted by I.Derivation of
this may be found in most texts on strength of materials.
Equation 1 is accurate providing the neutral axis of the beam is approxi-
mately a straight line in the unloaded position and the square of the slope of
the elastic curve in the loaded position is everywhere small compared to one.
M
If the loading and the beam dimensions are such that - can be expressed as
El
a continuous algebraic function of x, then the integration of Equation 1 may
be quite simple and the deflection of the elastic curve and its slope may be
readily determined at every point along the beam.In many cases, however,
concentrated loads are placed on beams. The equation for moments is then dis-
continuous at each concentrated load.For instance,if a simple beam of
length I is loaded with a concentrated load W at a distance - from the left
4
support two algebraic equations are required to express the moment as a func-
tion of x.These are:
From z =0 to x-,
4
3W M = -
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and from x to x = 1,
4
3W 1 M=xW x---
4 4
If these expressions for moments are substituted in Equation I and the
resulting expressions integrated, four constants of integration appear.These
must be evaluated by the four conditions:
y = Oat x =0,
y = Oat x1,
y left span = y right span, at x = -,
4
dy dy
left span =right span, at x =
dx dx 4
These express the fact that the deflection is zero at the two extremities of
the beam and that the deflection curve and slope of the deflection curve are
continuous under the load.In the simple problem above this leads to no great
difficulty, but even here it is desirable to express the moment, the slope, and
the deflection each as a single function of x applicable from x0, to x 1.
2. The Basic Fourier Series for the Deflection Curve.Suppose we
assume that the deflection curve of the beam may be approximated by a Fourier
series of the form,
2rx
ya1sin---a2sin----..+ a,, sin, (2)
where the subscript m is used to denote the last term of the series.In the most
general case m=COThis series may be written in shorter form as:
=a,,sin, (2a)
n=1
where n takes the integral values 1, 2, 3 ..... rn.If this series can be made
to represent accurately the deflection curve, a considerable simplification has
been achieved.The condition that y =0, at x =0 and x1 is satisfied by
every term in the series and the entire deflection curve is represented by a
dy
single function of x so that the condition that - under the load for the left
dy dx
span is equal to for the right span is automatically satisfied by the deriva-
dx
tive of Equation 2.
The problem is then to find values for the coefficientsOi,a,, a, ..... a,,,,
which satisfy a particular beam under consideration.Several methods for
determining these coefficients are available.Two of these methods will be
considered here.10 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 18
III. ENERGY METHOD FOR DETERMINING FOURIER
SERIES COEFFICIENTS
1. The Simple Beam of Constant El with Concentrated Load. Timo-
shenko (1) has given a method for determining these coefficients.Suppose the
deflection curve of the beam of Figure 1 is given by Equation2.If any one
coefficient of the series is changed from Ua to o + then this would cause a
slight change in the displacement under the load Q of an amount,
fl7Tc = Saa sin.
The work 5 W done by the load Q in moving through this small displacement
would be,
t
I.- C -1
I Q
Figure 1.Simple Beam with Concentrated Load.
fl'7TC WQy=Q3asin----. (3)
If the displacement is from an equilibrium position then the work W must
be equal to the change in strain energy in the beam.If the deflection curve is
ncr.':
changed by the amountISa,sin then a change in strain energy results.
This change in strain energy may be evaluated by making use of the equation
for strain energy in a beam due to bending (1).If U is the strain energy,
then
. (4)
2E1
0
Since the deflection is given by Equation 2 the bending momentmay be
obtained by differentiating this twice and multiplying byEl.Therefore,
a?7r crx a2(2cr)2 2cr.': a,a(mcr)2 mcrx MEIsin-----±sin.. +sin
P 1 12 1 12 1FOURIER SERIES IN SoLuTIoN OF BEAM PROBLEMS 11
or
m
M=-----EIn'asin. (5)
/2
1
Substituting (5) in (4) we obtain
(4a)
The term in the bracket may be written in the expanded form as follows
[m
2
nTisl[ 7T 2Tx mcrx
n2a2 sin a, sin - + 2'a2 sin. +(sn)2a,,, sin
2Tx m?TX
)(a, sin + 2202 Sin- . + (m)2a,, sin
/ / 1
The expansion of this product leads to two types of terms.First, we obtain
the sum of the square terms,
21rz mITx
a,2sin' - 2'a2'sin2 .+(m)a,,2' sin'-
1 1 1
Second, we have a series of terms of the form,
riTz S7TX
r's'aa sin sin
/ /
where r and s are different integers.It may be proved (2) that the integral
niTx /
from zero to / of all the terms of the formsin2is equal to -, and the
/ 2
integral of all the other terms between these limits is zero.
Equation 4a then becomes on integration,
ir4EJ
U n'a'. (4b)
41'
The change in strain energy stored in the beam, due to a change in any
one coefficient ais then,
ir'EJ Sa(2n4a)8a. (6)
41'12 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 18
Since, by the principle of virtual work, the work done must equal the
change in strain energy, we have from (3) and (6)
nlTc¶4E1 - Q6a, sin - = -
I 2
from which,
2QP nTc a sin. (7)
T4EIn4 I
For a simple beam with a concentrated load Q applied a distance c from
the left support the deflection curve (2a) may then be written,
2Q13, 1nrcnrx
37-------sinsin-----. (8)
cr4EI n4 1 1
The slope of this may be written,
dy 2Q12, 1 n7rc n'JT
(9)
dx ¶3E1 I I
The moment at any point is then,
d2y2Q1 1 n7Tc n7Tx M=EI=--- sinsin. (10)
dx2 ¶2
n2 1 1
The shear is given by,
Let,
L
dM2Q 1 n7Tcnlrz
v=-=----sincos----. (11)
dx n I
2-1 n2rcn7rx
'I'd= -sinsin,
cr4 n4 1
2,1 n7Tc n'lTx
4'4=--)sin---cos, ¶fl3 I
2'çlnTc nTTx = -sin------sin,
¶2 2
2-1 n7Tc n'lTx
-sin---cos---.
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Then Equations (8), (9), (10), and (11) may be written,
QI'
Y-4'a. (12)
El
dy Qi'
_=____4,,. (13)
dxEl
MQ14'M. (14)
VQ4'v. (15)
Values of4', 4',, 4'.v,and'1'vhave been calculated for various values of x
and for various positions c of the concentrated load.These are tabulated in
Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 and are plotted in Figures 2, 3, 4, and5.In Figure 23
(the chart in the envelope in the back cover) the function 4'dis plotted to
larger scale for greater accuracy.Also on Figure 23 is plotted the function
4', for x =0, and x =1, for varying positions of the concentrated load.
2. The Simple Beam of Constant El Loaded With a Couple at the
End.In Figure 6 is shown a simple beam loaded with a couple at the left
end.If we assume that Equation 2 may be used to represent the deflection
curve, then the end conditions that y = 0, at x = 0 and x = I are again satis-
fied for any value of the coefficients a,,.Equation5,however, givesM = 0at
x =0 and x1 for any value of the coefficient a,,.This appears to introduce
a difficulty in that it is impossible to obtain by substitution in Equation5 a
finite value ofMat x =0 no matter what finite values of the coefficient a,, are
selected.Our fundamental problem is, however, not to represent the moments
at every point, as these may be readily determined from principles of statics.
We wish to represent the deflection curve and its slope to any desired degree
of accuracy by means of Equation 2 and its derivative.If, therefore, we can
make Equation5represent the actual moments at every point except x = 0
then this variation in the moment will produce a negligible variation in the de-
flection curve. We may, therefore, proceed in the same manner as in the pre-
vious case to determine the coefficient a,,.
From Equation 6 the change in strain energy due to a variation in any one
coefficient a,, is,
(16)
21'
The work done by the momentM1is equal to the product of M1and the
rotation at x = 0 produced by the variation in the coefficient a,,.The angle of
rotation of the end in radians is, since the angle is small, equal to the slope of
the deflection curve at x = 0.This is obtained by differentiating Equation
2, i.e.,
dy'ir, n'2Tx ---na,,cos. (17)
dx I I
The change in slope 80 produced by a variation ba,, is given by,
nIT n'lTx 60 ) a,cos. (18)
1Table 1.DEFLECTION COEFFICIENTS dFOR CONCENTRATED LOAD ON SIMFLE BEAM
c/I
z/I-. 0.00000 0.0833 0.1667 0.2500 0.3333 0.4167
=
0.5000
_______
0.5833
.00000
0.6667
_______
0.7500 0.8333
_______
0.9167 1.00000
0.0000 .00000-.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
.0833 .00000-.00194-.00346 -.00449-.00508-.00529-.00516-.00474-.00408-.00323-.00223-.00114 .00000
.1667 .00000-.00346-.00643 -.00854-.00977-.01024-.01003-.00924-.00797-.00632-.00437-.00223 .00000
.2500 .00000-.00449-.00854 -.01172-.01369-.01452-.01432-.01326-.01148-.00912-.00632-.00323 .00000
.3333 .00000-.00508-.00977 -.01369-.01646-.01778-.01775-.01655-.01440-.01148-.00797-.00408 .00000
.4167 .00000-.00529-.01024 -.01452-.01778-.01969-.02001-.01889-.01655-.01326-.00924-.00474 .00000
.5000 .00000-.00516-.01003 -.01432-.01775-.02001-.02083-.02001-.01775-.01432-.01003-.00516 .00000
.5833 .00000-.00474-.00924 -.01326-.01655-.01889-.02001-.01969-.01778-.01452-.01024-.00529 .00000
.6667 .00000-.00408-.00797 -.01148-.01440-.01655-.01775-.01778-.01646-.01369-.00977-.00508 .00000
.7500 .00000-.00323-.00832 -.00912-.01148-.01326-.01432-.01452-.01369-.01172-.00854-.00449 .00000
.8333 .00000-.00223-.00437 -.00632-.00797-.00924-.01003-.01024-.00977-.00854-.00643-.00346 .00000
-.00114-.00223-.00323-.00408-.00474-.00516-.00529-.00508-.00449-.00346-.00194 .00000 .9167
1.0000
.00000
.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
Table 2.SLOPE COEFFICIENTS 4'FOR CONCENTRATED LOAD ON SIMplE SFAN
c/I
x/I
0.0000
0.00000
.00000
0.0833
-.02441
0.1667
-.04245
0.2500
-.05471
0.3333
-.06176
-
0.4167
-.06417
0.5000
-
-.06252
0.5833 0.6667 0.7500 0.8333 0.9167 1.00000
-.05741-.04940-.03908-.02702-.01380 .00000
.0833 .00000-.02123-.03956-.05211-.05944-.06214-.06079-.05597-.04825-.03821-.02644-.01351 .00000
.1667 .00000-.01515-.03088-.04429-.05249-.05606-.05558-.05162-.04477-.03561-.02470-.01264 -.00000
.2500 .00000-.00965-.0198S-.03127-.04091-.04593-.04689-.04438-.03898-.03127-.02181-.01120 00000
.3333 .00000-.00473-.01003-.01650-.02470-.03175-.03474-.03425-.03088-.02519-.01775-.00917 .00000
-.00039-.00136-.00347-.00734-.01351-.01911-.02123-.02046-.01737-.01254-.00656 .00000 .4167
.5000
.00000
.00000 .00338 .00618 .00781 .00772 .00531 .00000-.00531-.00772-.00781-.00618-.00338 .00000
.5833 .00000 .00656 .01254 .01737 .02046 .02123 .01911 .01351 .00734 .00347 .00136 .00039 .00000
.6667 .00000 .00917 .01775 .02519 .03088 .03425 .03474 .03175 .02470 .01650 .01003 .00473 .00000
.7500 .00000 .01120 .02181 .03127 .03898 .04438 .04689 .04593 .04091 .03127 .01988 .00965 .00000
.8333 .00000 .01264 .02470 .03561 .04477 .05162 .05558 .05606 .05249 .04429 .03088 .01515 .00000
.9167 .00000 .01351 .02644 .03821 .04825 .05597 .06079 .06214 .05944 .05211 .03956 .02121 .00000
1.0000 .00000 .01380 .02702 .03908 .04940 .05741 .06252 .06417 .06176 .05471 .04245 .02441 .00000Table 3.MOMENT COEFFICIENTS 4'M FOR CONCENTRATED LOAD ON SIMPLE SPAN
c/1
xli --..0.000000.08330.1667 0.25000.33330.41670.50000.5833 0.6667 0.760000.8333 0.91671.00000
0.0000 .00000 .00000 .00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000 .00000.00000.00000.00000 .00000
.0833 .00000 .07638.06045.06250.05556.04861.04167.03473 .02778.02083.01390.00695 .00000
.1667 .00000 .06945.13889 .12500.11111.09723.08333.06945 .05556.04167.02778.01390 .00000
.2500 .00000 .06252.12500.18750.16667.14584.12500.10418 .08335.06252.04167.02083 .00000
.3333 .00000 .05556 .11111 .16667.22222.19446.16667.13891 .11111.08335.05556.02778 .00000
.4167 .00000 .04861.09723.14584.19446.24307.20834.17362 .13891.10418.06945.03473 .00000
.5000 .00000 .04167.08333.12500.16667.20834.25000.20834 .16667.12500.08333 .04167 .00000
.3833 .00000 .03473.06945 .10418 .13891.17362.20834.24307 .19446.14584.09723.04861 .00000
.6667 .00000 .02778.05556.08335.11111.13891.16667.19446 .22222.16667.11111.05556 .00000
.7500 .00000 .02083.04167 .06252.08335.10418.12500.14584 .16667.18750.12500.06252 .00000
.8333 .00000 .01390 .02778 .04167.05556.06945.08333.09723 .11111.12500.13889.06945 .00000
.9167 .00000 .00695 .01390 .02083.02778.03473.04167.04861 .05556.06252.06945.07638 .00000
1.0000 .00000 .00000.00000.00000.00000 .00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000.00000
Table 4.SHEAR COEFFICIENTS 4'V FOR CONCENTRATED LOAD ON SIMPLE SPAN
x/i-_ 0.00000 0.0833 0.1667 0.2500 0.3333 0.4167 0.5000 0.5833 0.6667 0.7300 0.8333 0.9167 1.00000
0.0000 .00000 ç.00000 c.00000 c.00000 .00000 (.00000 c.00000 .00000 .00000 ç.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
1.00000 .91667 .83333 .75000 1.66667 .58333 .50000 .41667 .33333 .25000 .16667 .08333 .00000
.0833 .00000 .91667
1-08333 .83333 .75000 .66667 .58333 .50000 .41667 .33333 .25000 .16667 .08333 .00000
-.08333
r.83333 .1667 .00000 -.16667 .75000 .66667 .58333 .50000 .41667 .33333 .25000 .16667 .08333 .00000
.2500 .00000 -.08333 -.16667
(.75000
1-.25000 .66667 .58333 .50000 .41667 .33333 .25000 .16667 .08333 .00000
.3333 .00000 -.08333 -.16667 -.25000 .66667 .58333 .50000 .41667 .33333 .25000 .16667 .08333 .00000
.4167 .00000 -.08333 -.16667 -.25000 -.33333 .58333
41667 .50000 .41667 .33333 .25000 .16667 .08333 .00000
-.08333 -.16667 -.25000 -.33333 -.41667
c.s0000 .5000 .00000 -.50000 .41667 .33333 .25000 .16667 .08333 .00000
.5833 .00000 -.08333 -.16667 -.25000 -.33333 -.41667 -.s0000
1.41667
1-.58333 .33333 .25000 .16667 .08333 .00000
.6667 .00000 -.08333 -.16667 -.25000 -.33333 -.41667 -.50000 -.583331-66667 .25000 .16667 .08333 .00000
.7500 .00000 -.08333 -.16667 -.25000 -.33333 -.41667 -.50000 -.58333 -.66667 .25000
1-.75000 .16667 08333 .00000
.8333 .00000 -.08333 -.16667 -.25000 -.33333 -.41667 -.50000 -.58333 -.66667 -.75000
1.16667
1-.83333 .08333 .00000
.9167 .00000 -.08333 -.16667 -.25000 -.33333 -.41667 -.50000 -.58833 -.66667 -.75000 -.83333
(.08333
1-91667 .00000
1.0000 (-.08333(-.16667(-.25000(-.33333(-.41667(-.50000(-.58333(-.66667(-.75000(-.83333(-.916671-1.00000 .00000
1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 1.00000 l.00000I
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Figure 6.Simple Beams Loaded with End Couples.
At x =0 this becomes,
I'7t
68 = - 6a.
The work done,6W,may then be written,
flfl
6W=M168--MiSa,,. (19)
Equating the change in strain energy to the work done we obtain, from
Equations 16 and 19,
¶'EI n7T
n4ada,, = M,
21' 1,
or upon simplification,
2M,1'
(20)
¶'EIn'
The deflection curve is then given by,
2M11' 1 nTx sin----. (21)
n'EI n' I
The slope is then,
dy 2M,l 1 nTx cos. (22)
d.r 7T'EI n' /
The moment may be obtained as,
d'y2M, 1 nirx M=EI=sin-----. (23)
dx' 77 n IFOURIER SERIES IN SOLUTION OF BEAM PROBLEMS 21
The series contained in Equations 21, 22, and 23 are all convergent in the
region x>0 to x = 1.If, however, the expression for moment is differentiated
fl'Tx
to obtain the shear, the seriessin is not convergent.From statics,
however, we may write that the shear is constant and given by,
M2
(24)
Let,
2 '-1 nlTx rd=sin----. (25)
¶3 n3 I
2-i1 n7Tx
cos-----. (26)
¶2 n2 I
2'-1 n?rx
EM---sin-----. (27)
¶ n 1
(28)
Then Equations 21, 22, 23, and 24 become:
M,12
(29)
El
dy M,l
(30)
dxEl
M=M,F.,,, (31)
M,v=rv. (32)
Values of P,F, PM,and i'have been calculated and tabulated in Table 5 and
plotted on Figure 7.
For convenience the corresponding values for a simple beam loaded with a
couple at the right end have been calculated.These aregiven in Table 6 and
plotted on Figure 8.These are F'd, F',,FM,andF'v.For a couple on the
right end the coefficients a of the Fourier series are,
2M212a (-1)"' (20a)
¶3EIn.
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Table 5.CoEFFIcIENTs FOR SIMPLE BEAM LOADED WITH COUPLE AT LEFT END
xli 1f
0.0000 -0.00000 -0.3333 1.0000
{
.0S33 - .02441 .2535 .9167 -1.0000
.1667 - .04245 - .1806 .8333 -1.0000
.2500 - .05471 - .1146 .7500 -1.0000
.3333 - .06176 - .0555 .6667 -4.0000
.4167 - .06417 - .0035 .5833 -1.0000
.5000 .06252 .0417 .5000 -1.0000
.5833 .05741 .0799 .4167 -1.0000
.6667 - .04940 .1111 .3333
1 -1.0000
.7500 .0390S .1354 .2500 -1.0000
.8333 - .02702 .1528 .1667 -1.0000
.9167 - .01380 .1632 .0833 -1.0000
1.0000
{
-iggg .00000 .1667 .0000
Table 6.COEFFICIENTS FOR SIMPLE BEAM LOADED WITH COUPLE ATRIGHTEND
x/i - F', 1', Ill F'v
0.0000 0.00000 -0.1667 0.0000
{
.0833 .01380 .1632 .0833 1.0000
.1667 - .02702 .1528 .1667 1.0000
.2500 - .03908 .1354 .2500 1.0000
.3333 .04940 - .1111 .3133 1.0000
.4167 - .05741 .0799 .4167 1.0000
.5000 .06252 .0417 .5000 1.0000
.5833 .06417 .0035 .5S33 1.0000
.6667 - .06176 .0555 .6667 1.0000
.7500 .05471 .1146 .7500 1.0000
.8333 - .04245 .1806 .8333 1.0000
.9167 .02441 .2535 .9167 1.0000
1.0000 .00000 .3333 1.0000
{i.gg
IV. USE OF THE PRINCIPLE OF SUPERPOSITION
1. Statement of Principle.The method given above for determining
the coefficients a,, a,...in the series is not one adaptable for use in the
general case. A method of greater application will be discussed later.The
tabulated and plotted values of the coefficients4's, 'I',, F4, F,, r',may, how-
ever, be used conveniently in many problems by making use of the "principle
of superposition."If the beam under consideration obeys Hooke's law then
the deflection of any point on the beam due to several loads may be considered
to be equal to the sum of the deflections at this point produced by each load
acting separately.This principle may also be applied to the slope of the
elastic curve, the bending moments, and the shear forces.Cases where this
does not apply are usually those in which deflections are large or where axial
tension or compression acts in conjunction with lateral loads.Several examples
of the method of application of this principle are shown below.
2. Example 1.A simply supported beam 120 inches long is loaded by a
concentrated load of 1,000 lb at a distance of 50 inches from the left support.
The modulus of elasticity is 30 X 10' psi and the moment of inertia is 6 in.'.
Plot the curves for deflection, slope, moment, and shear.FOURIER SERIES IN SOLUTION OF BEAM PROBLEMS 25
Solution:The values desired may be obtained by use of Equations 12, 13,
14, and 15.First compute the factors:
C
= 50/120 = 0.4167,
Q1,000 Ib,
120 in.,
Qi= 1.2 X 10 lb-in.,
Q12 1,000X (120)2
= _____________ = 0.0800,
El 6X30X106
Q13
= 0.0800 X 120= 9.60 in.
El
Since the curves for moment and shear will be discontinuous under the load
it is well to determine all functions at the point x c.Other values of x may
be chosen arbitrarily for the purpose of plotting.The calculations are made
most readily in tabular form similar to Table 7.The computations are made as
follows:
In column 1 are listed values of x.
:5-
In column2are given values corresponding to values of x in column 1.
Columns 3, 4, 5, and 6 are obtained either from Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 or
C
Figures2,3, 4, and 5, by entering charts or tables at - 0.4167 and obtain-
:5-
ing values of functions at values of - given in column2.
The values of deflection, slope, moment, and shear are obtained by multi-
plying values in columns 3, 4, 5, and 6 by the appropriate factors previously
computed.Results of these computations are plotted in Figure 9.
3. Example 2.The beam of Example I is loaded with a load of 500 lb
at 30 inches from the left support, a load of 1,000 lb at the center, and a load of
1,500 lb at 30 inches from the right support.Plot the curves of shear, moment,
slope, and deflection.
Solution:Choose for plotting the five points, x0, z30 in., x60 in.,
= 90 in., and x 120in.By use of the principle of superposition we may
write, at any point x,.,
Ql3 Q2l Q,13
,,+ 'I'd
,,,+ '1'd ,
El El El
(Q'I' + Q24'a
60 Q'-'a0. 90)
1' Q4'a, (33)
ElTable 7.COMPUTATIONS FOR EXAMPLR 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
x dy
S - 4v y 9.60 'd - = 0.08 'l'sM1.2>< 10M1V 10 4'v
dx
0 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0642 0.0000 0.5833 0.0000 -0.00514 0.0000 583.3
20 .1667 -.0102 -.0561 .0972 .5833 -.0978 -.00449 1.167 X 10 583.3
40 .3333 -.0178 -.0318 .1945 .5833 -.1708 -.00254 2.333 X 10 583.3
50 .4167 -.0197 -.0135 .2431 -.1891 -.00108 2.917 X 10
{
60 .5000 -.0200 .0053 .2083 -.4167 -.1920 .00042 2.500 X 10 -416.7
80 .6667 -.0166 .0343 .1389 -.4167 -.1592 .00274 1.666 X 10 -416.7
100 .8333 -.0092 .0516 .0695 -.4167 -.0883 .00413 .833 X 10 -416.7
120 1.0000 .0000 .0574 .0000 -.4167 .0000 .00459 .000 -416.7FOURIER SEI.uEs IN SOLUTION OF BEAM PRODLEMS 27
LOAD DIAGRAM
1000 LB
50
120°
SHEAR DIAGRAM
Q400'
ILl 0
I Iz
I
(1)--400
--,-
I
.___,1r'
itm::_____--
I
__.-_ 11'"F
_______________________
S S ;S
where 4'a, deflection coefficient at x = x for the load at a distance c = a
from the left support.Similar expressions may be written for the slope,
moment, and shear as follows,
dy 12
(34)
M=lQ4 (35)28 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETINNo.18
Q. (36)
Data needed for the problem are,
l120 in.,
12
- = 0.000080,
El
1'
- = 0.0096.
El
The computations of Table 8 are made as follows: In column 1 the loads
are recorded.In column 2 values of z are chosen. Each value of z is recorded
for each load.Column 3 is equal to the value of x divided by the length of
the beam, 1.Column 4 gives the position of the loads recorded in column 1.
Columns 6, 7, 8, and 9 are obtained from Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 or Figures 2, 3,
x C
4, and 5, using the values ofand - to enter these tables or graphs.Col-
/ I
umns 10, 11, 12, and 13 are obtained by multiplying columns 6, 7, 8, and 9 by the
value of the load.For each value of x the sumsQ4',Qt'., Q4'M,and
are shown in the rows labeled "total."
In Table 8a the results obtained in Table 8 are summarized in columns 1,
2, 3, 4, and 5.The values of shear, deflection, slope, and moment are then com-
puted in columns 5, 6, 7, and 8 by use of Equations 33, 34, 35, and 36.
The curves for Example 2 are plotted in Figure 10.
When computing moments and shears for beams loaded with concentrated
loads, it is well to keep in mind that between concentrated loads the shear is
constant, and the moment curve is a straight line.Use of these facts will
often reduce the number of points x that must be chosen for the purpose of
plotting the curves.
The same general use of the principle of superposition may be made if the
beam is also loaded with end couples in addition to concentrated loads.This is
shown in Example 3 below.
4. Example 3.The beam of Example 2 is loaded with the loads shown in
Figure 11.Determine the curves of shear, moment, slope, and deflection.
Solution.:To determine the desired values here it is merely necessary to
add the effect of the two end couples to the results obtained in Example 2.
This is done by use of Equations 29, 30, 31, and 32.For the couple at the
left end,
M1
= r= 200r,
M= M1rM= 24,000M,
dyMd
_=_P,=0.olor.
dx El
M112
ElTable 8.COMPUTATIONS FOR EXAMPLR 2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Q x x/l c c/I 4'. 'I'M Q4'. Q4'M Q4'v
500 0 0 30 0.2500 0.0000.-0.0547 0.0000 0.7500 0.0 -27.4 0.0 375.0
1,000 0 0 60 .5000 .0000 -.0625 .0000 .2500 0.0 -58.6 0.0 500.0
1,500 0 0 90 .7500 .0000 -.0391 .0000 .5000 0.0 -62.5 0.0 375.0
Total 0.0 -148.5 0.0 1,250.0
500 30 .2500 30 .2500 -.0117 -.0313 .1875 -5.8 -15.7 93.8
{
1,000 30 .2500 60 .5000 -0143 -.0469 .1250 .5000 -14.3 -46.9 125.0 500.0
1,500 30 .2500 90 .7500 -.0091 -.0313 .0625 .2500 -13.6 -47.0 93.8 375.0
Total -33.7 -109.6 312.6
{
.2500 500 60 .5000 30 -.0143 .0078 .1250 -.2600 -7.2 3.9 62.5 -125.0
1,000 60 60 -.0208
{ -20.8 0.0 250.0
{
.5000 .5000 .0000 .2500
1.500 60 .5000 90 .7500 -.0143 -.0078 .1250 .2500 -21.4 -11.7 187.5 375.0
Total -49.4 -7.8 500.0
{
.2500 -.0091 500 90 .7500 30 .0313 .0625 -.2500 -4.6 15.7 31.3 -125.0
1,000 90 .7500 60 .5000 -.0143 .0469 .1250 -.5000 -14.3 46.9 125.0 -500.0
1,500 90 .7500 90 .7500 -.0117 .0313 .1875
{ -17.5 47.0 281.3
{ __________-________-________ -- _____________________
Total -36.4 109.6 437.6
{
500 120 1.0000 30 .2500 .0000 .0391 .0000 -.2500 0.0 19.6 0.0 -125.0
1 000 120 1.0000 60 .5000 .0000 .0625 .0000 -.5000 0.0 62.5 0.0 -500.0
1,500 120 1.0000 90 .7500 .0000 .0547 .0000 -.7500 0.0 82.1 0.0 -1,125.0
Total 0.0 164.2 0.0 -1,750.0Table 8a.COMPUTATIONS EON EXAMPLE 2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Q4'a Ql' QFM V Q'1'vyQ4'd --- - -Q M1>Q4'M
El dx El
0.0 148.5 0.0 1,250 0.000 0.0119 0
30 33.7 109.6 3126
{
1,250 .323 - .0088 37,500
60 49.4 -7.8 500.0
} .474 - .0006 60,000
90 36.4 109.6 437.6
{ .349 .0088 52,500
120 0.0 164.2 0.0 .000 .0131 0LOAD DIAGRAM
500 LB 1000 LB 1500 LB
30 3d
-J----------
MOMENT DIAGRAM
60
SLOPE DIAGRAM
-0.0:
LU__________ DEFLECTION DIAGRAM
z 0 30 60 90 120
,XIN INCHES
Figure 10.Diagrams for Example 2.
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Figure 11.Diagrams for Example 3.
32Table 9.COMPUTATIONS FOR EXAMPLE 3
Couple M1 on left end CoupleM2on right end
I dy dy
x/1 r "M I'. I' VM - y r' IM F', F'4 VM-
x dx dx
0 -1.000i.001 -Q.3i1 0.000 -200 24,000 -0.005330.000 1.0000.000-0.1670.0000 100 -0.001330.0000
30 .2500 -1.000 .750 - .115 -.0547-200 18000 - .00184-.105
11.000 .250-- .135-.0391 100 3,000- .00108 -.0375
60 .5000 -1.000 .500 .042 -.0625-20012,000 .00067-.120 1.000 .500 - .042-.0825 100 6,000- .00033 -.0600
90 .7500-1.000 .250 .135 -.0391-200 6,000 .00217-.075 1.000 .750 .115-.0547 100 9,000 .00092 -.0525
1201.0000 -1.000 .000 .167 .0000-200 0 .00267 .000 1.0001.000 .333 .0000 100 12,000 .00267 j.0000
- -------------- ------ -----
Concentrated loads (from Table 8a) Resultant of all loads
I dy dy
x x/l V M- y V M - y
dx dx
0 0 1,250 0 -0.0119 0.0000 1,150 24,000 -0.01856 -0.0000
30 .250
{ 37,500 - .0088 - .323 58,500 - .01172 - .4655
60 .500
{- 60,000 - .0006 - .474
{- 78,000 - .00026 - .6540
90 .750
{ 52,500 .0088 - .349
{
67,500 .01189 - .4765
120 1.000 -1,750 0 .0131 .000 -1,850 12,000 .01844 .000034 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 18
For the couple at the right end,
M2
v = - r',100 r',
M = M21"M = 12,000 rM,
dy M21 - = F' = 0.008 F'.,
dx El
M21'
Y = "d =0.960T'd.
El
The same values of x are chosen as in Example2.In Table 9 the compu-
-v
tations are given.At values of the coefficientsFV,I's, F,, andI'dre ob-
tained from Table .5 or Figure 7.Values of F'v,T'M, r',,andl"aare obtained
from Table 6 or Figure 8.The values of shear, moment, slope, and deflection
for each end couple are then determined by multiplying by the constants given
above.The values for the concentrated loads were taken from Table 8a.The
resultant values are obtained by adding the effects of the concentrated loads
and the end couples.By use of the tables and charts this problem was reduced
to one of arithmetic.
While the three examples given above could all have been solved fairly
readily by means of standard formulas it is believed that time and labor can be
saved by use of the tabulated and charted coefficients.
V. USEFUL APPROXIMATIONS BY MEANS OF SERIES
1. Beam of Constant Stiffness.The functions 4' and F which have
been determined were obtained by well known methods of evaluating sums of
the series involved.In many cases, however, it may be desired to obtain an
approximate equation for the deflection curve.This may be done by calculating
the first few of the coefficients a by means of Equations 7,20,and 20a.The
number of coefficients needed for the desired accuracy depends to a great extent
on the particular loading involved in the problem.Ordinarily the deflection
curve may be represented, to a higher degree of accuracy than the slope,
moment, or shear curves by use of a small number of coefficients in the series.
2.Approximate Solution of Example 3.To illustrate this method let
us calculate the first term of the series that represents the deflection curve for
Example 3.From Equations 7, 20, and 20a, and by making use of the principle
of superposition we have,
21'r crC
IQisin--1Q2sin---+Q,sin----
'JT'EIL 1 1
2!'-___
r'EI
a, =-0.662.FOURIER SERIES IN SOLUTION OF BEAM PROBLEMS 35
The first approximation to the deflection curve is then,
y°-0.662sin---. (37)
The coefficient a2 may be computed by use of the same equations,
2lr I/ 2nc1 21Tc2 2crc2 a= Q2sin + Q2sin+Qasin------
ir'EILn(2)4 1 1 1
+(M1M2)
(2)2
02 = 0.0046.
The second approximation for the deflection curve is then,
27T.r
y =0662 sin + 0.0046 sin (38)
1 1
The corresponding equations for the moment arefor the first approxi-
mation,
d2y ¶2¶r
El M = 18(IOY(0,662) sin----,
(1_C 12 1
crx
M=81,600sin ; (39)
and for the second approximation
2Tx
M81,600 sin2,270 sin. (40)
1 1
In Table 10 are given data showing the comparison between the result of
Example 3 obtained by use of the coefficients424and1'M,accurate to four sig-
nificant places, and the approximate values obtainable by using Equations 37,
38, 39, and 40.
An examination of this will show that the accuracy in the deflection values
is good although the first term only of the series is used.The accuracy of the
values of moment is, however, very poor with the one or two term series.If
Table 10.COMPARISON OF CALCULATIONS FOR EXAMPLE 3
y y y M M M
X from from
[from from from from
Table 9 q._37 Table 9 Eq. Eq. 40
0 0.0000r0.0000 0.0000 24,000 000 000
30 .4655 .4680 .4630 58,500 57,700 55,430
60 .6540 .6620 .6620 78,000 81,600 81,600
90 .4765 .4680 .4730 67,500 57,700 59,970
120 .0000 .0000 .0000 1,000 000 000
an approximate formula for the deflection curve is desired, fair accutacy may
usually be obtained by the use of the first few terms of the series.If the load-36 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 18
ing is symmetrical, only the coefficients a,Os, 05,etc., need be computed as the
others will all be zero. The above method of approximate representation of the
deflection curve applies only to beams of constant stiffness as the derivation of
Equations 7, 20, and 20a are based on this assumption.
VI. THE SIMPLE BEAM WITH A DISTRIBUTED LOAD
1. The Varying Distributed Load.in Figure12is shown a simple
beam loaded with a varying distributed load over a portion of the span.At
any point c inches from the left end, let the intensity of the distributed load
beqlb per inch.The deflection of the beam at any point x from the left end,
due to the loadq dc,may be considered the same as that caused by a concen-
trated loadqdclocated at a distance c from the left end.If we call this
deflectiondy,then, from Equation 8,
2l'qdc.'i 1 n7Tc W7TX dy sin----sin----. (41)
7T4E1 I I
By use of the principle of superposition we may say that the total deflection y
at any point.is then the integral of the above expression with respect to c.
This gives,
is2 ,l nlTcflITs
y = sin - sin.qdc. (42)
El ITn 1 1
gi
Substituting the expression for'T'din the above, we obtain,
lfgz y=/cI',qdc.
El .J
92 I
9'
x -J I c __ -i
DIFFERENTIAL
LOAD qdc
Figure 12.Simple Beam with Varying Distributed Load.
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In a like manner we may write,
dy 1'fQ2
/'I',qdc, .(44)
dx El -'gi
M=lj'(I'Mqdc, (45)
V=J1rqdc. (46)
These integrals can be evaluated most readily by plotting the functions
4'aq, 4'.q,etc., vs. c, and obtaining the areas under the curves by use of Simp-
son's rule or a planimeter.The special case whereq isa constant will be con-
sidered later.
2. Example 4.A simple beam is loaded as shown in Figure 13.Plot
the curves of shear, moment, slope, and deflection.The modulus of elasticityE
is 30>< 10' psi, and the moment of inertia I is 6.0 in.'.
Choose for plotting the five points x0, x = 30 in., x = 60 in., x = 90 in.,
and x 120in.Since the varying distributed load extends fromx = 30 in.,
to .v = 90 in., let us choose the four points c30 in., c50 in., c70 in.,
and c = 90 in., for use in evaluating the integrals given in Equations 43,44,
45, and 46.
The constants to be used are,
120 in.,
12 (120)2
__________= 0.000080,
EJ30X10'Xo
1' (120)'
= ___________ = 0.0096.
El30X10'X6
Computations are shown in Tables 11 and ha. The values of ,,a',, ,,,
and4'.in Table 11 were obtained from Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4, or Figures 2, 3,
4, and 5.The integrals were obtained by measuring with a planimeter the areas
under the curves plotted in Figure 13a.
In this particular example, the shear and moment curves could probably
have been obtained more quickly by conventional methods, but the slope and
deflection curves would, by conventional methods, have involved the integration
of the equation of the elastic curve in three regions, i.e., from x0 to x30,
from x = 30 to x90, and from x = 90 to x 120.
If the load applied varies irregularly rather than linearly over the region
x30 to x = 90, the conventional methods would be still more complex. The
advantage of the methods discussed here is that all calculations can be made
in a tabular form and all necessary integrations may be performed by use of
the planimeter.LOAD DIAGRAM
SHEAR DIAGRAM
2000
t aDIOOC
[Li C
-IOOC
-2000
MOMENT DIAGRAM Z?260
IZ 4C Uj2CV
SLOPE DIAGRAM
001
>.jx0jE__ -0.01
DEFLECTION DIAGRAM
-06 Z 0 30 60 90 20
xIN INCHES
Figure 13.Diagrams for Example 4.
38Table11.COMPUTATIONS FOR EXAMPLE 4.
x xli c c/I q
-
'V q''d M q4'v
o o.000 30 0.2500 20.0 0.00000 -0.05471 0.0000 0.7500 0.000 -1.094 0.00 15.0
0 .000 50 .4167 40.0 .00000 -.06417 .0000 .5833 .000 -2.565 .00 23.3
0 70 .5833 60.0 .00000 -.05471 .0000 .4167 .000 -3.285 .00 25.0
0
.000
.000 90 .7500 80.0 .00000
-.01172
-.03908
-.03127
.0000 .2500 .000 -3.130
-167.000
-.626
.00 20.0
.2500 20.0
Integrals
.1875
{
.000
-.235
.00
3.75
1,350
30 .250 30 { g
30 .250 50 .4167 40.0 -.01452 -.04593 .1458 .5833 -.582 -1.835 5.83 23.3
30 .250 70 .5833 60.0 -.01326 -.04438 .1042 .4167 -.795 -2.665 6.25 25.0
30 .250 90 .7500 80.0 -.00912 -.03127
.00781
.0625
Integrals
.1250
.2500 -.730
-38.200
-2.500
-126.000
.156
5.00
337.00
2.50
20.0
1,350
-5.0 60 .500 30 .2500 20.0 -.01432 -.2500 -.287
60 .500 50 .4167 40.0 -.02001. .00531 .2083 -.4167 -.801 .213 8.35 -16.7
60 .500 70 .5833 60.0 -.02001 -.00531 .2083 .4167 -1.201 -.319 12.50 25.0
60 .500 90 .7500
-
.2500
80.0
20.0
-.01432 -.00781
.03127
.1250
Integrals
.0625
.2500
-.2500
-1.145
-56.000
-.182
-.625
-10.000
.626
10.00 20.0
-.00912
565.00
1.25
300
90 .750
-
30 -5.0
90 .750 50 .4167 40.0 -.01326 .04438 .1042 -.4167 -.531 1.738 4.16 -16.7
90 .750 70 .5833 60.0 -.01452 .04593 .1458 -.5833 -.872 2.758 8.75 -35.0
90 .750 90 .7500 80.0
20.0
-.01172 .03127
.03908
.1875
Integrals
.0000
{
-.2500
-.938
-41.000
0.000
2.500
127. 200
.782
15.00
414.00
0.00
{
-1,650
.00000 120
-________
1.000
_______-
30 .2500 -5.0
120 1.000 50 .4167 40.0 .00000 .05471 .0000 -.4167 .000 2.188 .00 -16.7
120 1.000 70 .5833 60.0 .00000 .06417 .0000 -.5833 .000 3.850 .00 -35.0
120 1.000 90 .7500 80.0 .00000 .05471 .0000 --.7500 .000 4.875 .00 -60.0
Integrals 0.000 168.000 0.00 -1,650Table ha.COMPUTATIONS FOR EXAMPLE 4
I dy x f4'dqdc f4'q.dc f4'Mqdc If4'vqdc y - Al V
I dx
0 0.0 167 0.0 1,350 0.000 0.0133 0 1,350 30 38.2 126 337.0 1,350 .367 - .0101 40,500 1,350 60 56.0 - 10 565.0 300 .538 - .0008 67,800 300 90 41.0 127 414.0 1,650 .394 .0102 49,600 1,650 120 0.0 168 0.0 1,650 .000 .0134 0 1,650ci.]
q.P
--1.5
4
2
q
0
-2
--4
0
q
C
20
C
-20
-4C
umlUiIiiIIUiU
---------- RUUUIUA! auiuuii
---------
uuii:
40 50 60 70
c IN INCHES
Figure 13a.Computation of Integrals for Example 4.
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3. The Uniformly Distributed Load.In Figure 14 is shown a simple
beam with a uniformly distributed load acting over a portion of the span.
When the El of the beam is constant over the span, Equation 42 may be inte-
grated between the limits c =gand c =92.This gives,
02
ncrc fl7TX 1 2qt'
r5EI[__cos____sin____i, or y =
11]
2q14r I n'TTX cos--cos------- sinI(47)
¶2E1 L I I II
For most values of gi and gz the series 47 will converge very rapidly.
Three terms usually give sufficient accuracy for engineering applications.By
comparison of Equation 47 with Equation 2a it is apparent that the coefficients
a2for this type of loading are,
2ql4 nITg nzrg,
a2 cos--cos----- . (48)
cr2EIn2 I I
Equation 48 may be used to compute as many coefficients as are needed for
the accuracy desired.For instance, suppose a load of intensity q lb per in. is
acting on a simple beam over the region
Then,
gi = - to92 =
4 2
2qI 2ql4
a2 (-0.707)------- (0.707),
1T5E1
I-. 1
-i
I I
I-. x -I
Figure 14.Simple Beam with Uniformly Distributed Load.FOURIER SERIESIN SOLuTION OFBEAM PROBLEMS 43
2q1' 2q1'
(-1.000) (0.031),
r'El(32) 'Tr'El
2q1' 2q[1
a (0.707)= (0.003).
'r'EI(243) 'rEI
The deflection curve is then,
2q[' 2c.r 3crx
y = 0.707 sin - + 0.031 sin 0.003 sin
'r5EI I I I
If this expression is differentiated twice and multiplied by El we obtain
the equation for moment as,
2qr 2rx 3crx
M 0.707 sin + 0.124 sin 0.027 sin
I I
While the series for moment does not converge as rapidly as the series repre-
senting the deflection, nevertheless the three term series gives a good approxi-
mation.In problems of this type it will quite often be quicker to determine the
moment equation as above than to compute the moment diagram by conventional
methods of statics.It also has the other advantage of representing the moment
over the entire span by a single function rather than by three separate functions
applying in the regions x = 0 to x g,r =gto r gz,and x =g2to x = I.
If the load is distributed over the entire beam fromg10 tog2I then
Equation 48 becomes,
2q1'
(cosnT-1.0).
'r'EIn5
For odd values of n, i.e.,1, 3, 5, etc., the term in the bracket has the value
of 2.00. For even values of n,, i.e., 2, 4, 6, etc., the term in the bracket has
the value 0.00.Therefore we may write,
4q1'
,if u1, 3,5,7, etc., and
'rr5EIn5
= 0, if n = 2, 4, 6, 8, etc.
The deflection curve is then,
4qi' 1 n'rx sin-----. (49)
rEI n' I
1, 3, 5
The bending moment is obtained by differentiating Equation 49 twice and
multiplying by El. This gives,
4q1', 1 n7Tx sin----. (50)
¶3 n3 I
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If this is written as a three term series we obtain,
4/ iTx 1 3Tx 1 5'Jrx
w'\ 1 27 1 125 1
I
The maximum bending moment at x = - is then, from the above,
2
M = q12(0.12901) (1.000-0.03705 + 0.0080),
M 0.1252q12.
The exact value for the bending moment at this point is 0.12 50 q12.
Since many cases occur where uniformly distributed loads act over an en-
tire span, the functions arising in this case have been computed to four sig-
nificant figures.
Let,
4,1
'I'a'---sin-----, (51)
r5 n5 1
1, 3, 5
4 'I',,=---cos-----, (52)
n4 1
1, 3, 5
fl7TX -sin----, (53) ¶8
/
1, 3, 5
4 1 crx
(54) ¶2
flI
1, 3, 5
Table 12.COEFFICIENTS FOR SIMPLE BEAM LOADED WITH UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LOAD
x/l 'P2 'PM
0.0000 0.00000 -0.04167 0.00000
{
0:0000
.0833 -.00343 -.04003 .03820 .4167
.1667 -.00659 -.03550 .06944 .3333
.2500 -.00928 -.02865 .09375 .2500
.3333 -.01132 -.02006 .11111 .1667
.4167 -.01259 -.01032 .12152 .0833
.5000 -.01302 .00000 .12500 .0000
.5833 -.01259 .01032 .12152 -.0833
.6667 -.01132 .02006 .11111 -.1667
.7500 -.00928 .02865 .09375 --.2500
.8333 . -.00659 .03550 .06944 -.3333
.9167 -.00343 .04003 .03820 -.4167
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With this notation the equations for deflection, slope, moment, and shear are,
q14
(55)
El
dy q13
(56)
dx El
MrzqN!M, (57)
V=rql'T'v. (58)
Values of these functions are given in Table 12 and plotted in Figure 15.
VII. USE OF CHARTS AND TABLES IN THE SOLU-
TION OF STATICALLY INDETERMINATE BEAMS
1. Replacement of Actual Beam by Simple Beam.In many problems
the principle of superposition may be applied in the solution of statically inde-
terminate beams.If a beam is rigidly encastered in a support, the effect of
support may be represented by an unknown end couple and a vertical support.
The end couple must have the value which, when considered with other loads
on the beam, will produce a resultant slope of the elastic curve of zero at the
support.If intermediate rigid supports are producing reactions not determin-
able statically, then the reactions produced by these supports must be of such
magnitude as to produce zero deflection at these supports.This zero deflection
must be considered as being due to all loads acting on the structure.
Most statically indeterminate beam problems may be considered as simple
beams loaded, by unknown loads or couples at the points of application of the
statically indeterminate reactions, in addition to the known loads on the beam.
For convenience in solving these statically indeterminate beams several
functions have been plotted to a large scale on Figure 23 (the chart contained
in the envelope attached to the back cover of this bulletin). On this the func-
tions are all applicable to a simple beam of constantEl.Values of deflection
coefficients for concentrated loads, end couples, and loads uniformly distributed
over the entire span are plotted.For other loading conditions the methods
given in the preceding examples may be used.
The use of this chart in solving statically indeterminate structures is illus-
trated by means of several examples.
2. Example 5. A beam of length 1 is loaded with a uniformly distributed
load of intensityqlb per in.TheElof the beam is a constant. The left end
of the beam is rigidly supported and the right end is simply supported.Deter-
mine the moment reaction supplied by the left support.
Solution:In Figure 16 a sketch of the beam is shown.This may be con-
sidered as a simpie beam with an unknown moment Al, acting at the left end.
The value ofM1must be such that the slope of the elastic curve at the left
support is zero.By the principle of superposition, we may say that the slope
at x0 due to the distributed load plus the slope at the left end due to the
end coupleM,must be equal to zero.This relationship gives a means of de-I-
1
d s ----- x
1qLBPER7,.
00.050.20 _______________
-0.0040.030.160.3 - --- -- 'III
N
-0.0080.010.120.1 I
-0.0120.010.08-0.1----------- /N /\
- /--/ N Z
-0.0lC-0.030.04-0.3_74__ø___
( /- "- -002(0.050.00-Q.50.10.2 ............o 1.0
I
Figure 15.Plot of Deflection, Slope, Moment, and Shear Coefficients 'l'z,'1'.,'i'je, and 'i'v.F0uIUERSERIESIX SoLuTIoN OFBEAM PROBLEMS 47
terminingM.The slope at x0 for the distributed load is given by Equa-
tiOn 56 as,
(dy\
q13
xO=7"s=O
From Figure23we find 'I's, x=O 0.04167.
The slope of the left end due to the momentM1is, from Equation30,
From Figure23,
(dy
Md ..)zzz_r
Ps, x=O- 0.3333.
The resultant slope at the left end is then the sum of the two slopes given
above and must equal zero.Therefore,
ql3 Md
xO+
El El
q13(-0.04167)+ M,l(-0.3333) 0,
LOAD DIAGRAM
IUUUUU!UUUUUUU'1
I-.
es's-fl,-
1 1
MIj 11111111 1 14
,,,,.
SIMPLE BEAM LOADED AS ABOVE BUT WITH COUPLE M1
REPLACING ROTATIONAL RESTRAINT AT LEFT SUPPORT
Figure 16.Load Diagram for Example 5.
M2 = O.1250q12.
If the deflection, slope, shear, and moment diagrams for the beam are
desired, they may be obtained as in previous examples by computing these
values for the beam loaded with a distributed load ofqplus an end moment
of0.l250q12.48 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETINNo. 18
3. Example 6. A two span continuous beam of constantElis loaded as
shown in Figure 17.Determine the reactions.
Solution:If the reaction at the intermediate support is chosen as the
statically indeterminate quantity the beam may then be considered asa simple
beam loaded as in the lower diagram of Figure 17.The condition to be satis-
fied is that the deflection under the loadQ2due to all the loads acting is zero.
The length of the equivalent simple beam is taken as the total length,
240.0 in., of both spans. The deflections at .v = 100 in. are readily computed for
all loads by use of Figure 23 and Equation 12.These calculations are tabulated
in Table 13.In column 1 of this table all of the loads, including the unknown
reactionQ2are tabulated.Column 2 gives the location of these loads with
respect to the left support.Column 3 gives the location of the loads as a frac-
tion of the total span.In column 4 the location of the point x, at which the
deflection is desired, is entered.This is the point on the elastic curve at which
the intermediate reaction acts and at which the deflection must equal zero.
Column 5 gives the location of the point r as a fraction of the total span.In
C S
column 6 are recorded values of 4'.corresponding to the and values
given in columns 3 and 5.These are obtained from Figure 23.Column 7 is
LOAD DIAGRAM
2000 LB 1000 LB
20"-f - I 00'
-I--40.-
2000 LB Q 1000 LB
80" _j_20'_f_ 100'
SIMPLE BEAM LOADED AS ABOVE WITF+ LOADQ2
REPLACING INTERMEDIATE SUPPORT
Figure 17.Load Diagram for Example 6.
obtained by multiplying column 1 by column 6.The deflection at the inter-
mediate reaction is then obtained by adding column 7 and multiplying the sum
p
by -. Since this sum must be zero we have,
El
Y-ioo = (35.56 9.240.01969Q2) = 0,
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from which
44.80
=-2,2751b.
.01969
The reaction R2 -Q2 = 2,275 lb.
As in Example 5, the deflection, slope, moment, and shear diagrams maythen
be obtained by the method previously discussed in Examples 1 to 4.
Table 13.COMPUTATIONS FOR EXAMPLE 6
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Load C c/I x/1 Q4'a
2,000 80 0.3333 100 0.4167 0.0177835.56
02 100 .4167 100 .4167 -.01969 -0.01969 02
1,000 200 .8333 100 .4167 -.00924 -9.24
4. Example 7.If the rigid intermediate support in Example 6 is re-
placed by an elastic support of such stiffness that its deflection is given by the
equation,
y=0.0117R2,
find the value of the reaction at this support.The El for the beam is
18 X 101 lb-in.2.
Solution: A sketch of the loading diagram is shown in Figure 18.The
equivalent simple beam is identical to that of Example 6 except that the deflec-
tion under the loadQ2,which replaces the elastic reaction, must now be equal
to 0.0117Q2instead of zero as in Example 6. We then have,
Also,
so
1'
Y-ioo 0.0117 Qz (-35.56-9.24--0.01969Qz).
El
12 (240)I
- = _______ = 0.0768,
LI 18X107
0.0117 Q2 = 3.44 0.01514 Q2,
0.00344 Q23.44,
Q2=-1,000.
Since R2 = - Q2, then R2 = 1,000 lb.
5. More Than One Statically Indeterminate Quantity.If two or
three statically indeterminate quantities are involved the method is still useful.50 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 18
LOAD DIAGRAM
2000 LB 1000 LB
80 20' 00 _ _j_40-
ELASTIC SJJFP(
y = O.0117R2
2000 LBQ2 1000 LB
120-! 100 I40-!
SIMPLE BEAM LOADED AS ABOVE BUT WITH LOADQ2
REPLACING ELASTIC SUPPORT
Figure 18.Load Diagram for Example 7.
The equations may be readily set up by this method for beams withany number
of indeterminates but if more than three unknowns are present, difficulties in
solving the resulting simultaneous equations arise.This is true, however, of
many other methods of solution.In such cases the Hardy Cross method is
recommended (3).
The example below shows the application of the method in determining
end moments for a beam rigidly encastered at both ends.
6. Example 8. A beam of constant El rigidly supported at both ends is
loaded with a concentrated load Q at two-thirds of the span from the leftsup-
port.Find the moments at the two supports.
LOAD DIAGRAM
Q
0.661t _ 0.33.a
Q
M
I
II I
SIMPLE BEAM LOADED AS ABOVE BUT WITH COUPLESM1 & M2
REPLACING ROTATIONAL RESTRAINTS AS ThE SUPPORTS
Figure 19.Diagrams for Example 5.FOURIER SERIES IN SOLUTION OF BEAM PROBLEMS 51
Solution:In Figure 19 is shown the load diagram for the beam and also
the load diagram for the equivalent simple beam. The end momentsM,and M2
must be such that the slope of the elastic curve is zero at both ends, i.e.,
dy S
=0, at x0 and x1. The slope at the left end, at =0, is equal
dx
to the sum of the slopes at this point due to the loadsM1, M2,andQacting
separately.From Figure23and from Equations13and30we may write,
or
Idy \ Q12 Md Md
s x=O+__F x=00'
dxx=øEl El El
Qi(-0.0494)+ M,(O.3333) +M2(-0.1667) =0.
Also at the left end,
or,
I dy \ Q12 Md Md
I I=- ±= +_r +r' =o
\ dx /x1El i El S El
Qi (0.0616) + M,(O.1667) + M2(0.3333) = 0.
Solving the above two equations simultaneously we obtain,
M1 = 0.0744 QI
M2 = 0.1476 QI.
This example illustrates the fact that each additional statically indeter-
minate reaction introduces an additional equation that may be used for the solu-
tion of the problem. Each equation, however, may involve all of the unknowns,
thus a system of simultaneous equations results.
VIII. THE THREE-MOMENT EQUATION
1. Derivation of Loading Terms in Three-Moment Equation.In
continuous beams the moments at the intermediate supports may be taken as the
statically indeterminate quantities rather than the values of the intermediate
reactions.For beams in which theElis constant for each span but not con-
stant over all spans, this three-moment equation is usually written (4) as,
II/I,,l,, l +2M,,, + +M+2
EJ EJ E1I.1
A6 (59)
Ell E+,l+1l,1
In Figure20two adjacent spans of a continuous beam are shown together
with the notation adopted here.In Equation59, Aais the moment of the
area under the moment diagram for span n, about theleft end of this span,52 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETINNo. 18
when span n is considered as a simple beam withoutcouples at the end.
A,,.1b,,+5 is the moment of the area under themoment diagram for span (n + 1),
about the right end of this span, whenspan (n + 1) is considered as a simple
beam ,vithout couples at the ends. M, is the bendingmoment in the beam at
the intermediate support.
By use of the Fourier series solution the three-momentequation may be
written in the form,
9m '2 r
H
Nfl+2
I I
d2
F
-J d,
Il I -1
MOMENT AT NTERMEDIATE SUPPORT IS M
Figure 20.Notation Used for Any Two Adjacent Spans of Continuous Beams.
E1,. 1 1
+ 2M,+1 + -1-- M
E0I LEI8E+1I8+1 J
l2 r 2,(-1)" nrc1 2.,(-1)"nT2 6IQi sin + Q sin ELL cr 1
r-/2 \ , 1 n?rd1/2 \ 1 n7Td5 +6 IPi ( Isin--------H-P2 I----)sin-----. L\r5/n' 1\¶3/ n3 1
Let,
2 .-.(--1) n'lTc - sin--A, (60) ¶3 n3
2,1 nTd --)sin-----B, (61) ¶38
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then the three-moment equation becomes,
MJ,,[ 1,. l,,+7 -+2M,+iJ-+
J+M+2
IE L EI E,I+1 I E+1I.1
l2
=6-(Q1A1+Q2A2 .+Q,,A,,)
E,J
12
+6 (P1B1+P2B2...+PrBr) (62)
Bfl+lIn*1
c d
The functions A and B for-and values from zero to 1.0 are given
1 1
in Table 14 and Figures 21 and 23.
If a distributed load of uniform intensity q is applied to span n an addi-
tional term (qJA2) should be included inside the first bracket on the right hand
side of Equation 62.If a distributed load of intensity q*i is applied to the
span n + 1, an additional term (q,,il,.+iBq) should be included inside the second
bracket on the right hand side of Equation 62.Use of the functions A, B,
Aq, and Bq will save considerable time and eliminate sources of error in the
computation of values to be entered in the right hand side of the three-moment
equation.
0.00& i I I I I I
-0.0!
-0.02
-0.03
-0.04
-0.05
-O 6
c d
T T
Figure 21.Plot of Three.Moment Equation Coefficients A and B.54 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 18
By comparing Equation 62 with the standard form of the three-moment
equations it is apparent that,
Aa=-1,3 (Q1A1+ Q2A2 . + Q,IA,,I), and
=l3,1(P1B1 + P2B2 . . .+ P,BY).
We may therefore, consider that the functions A andBgive values that
may be used in determining the moment of the areas of the moment diagrams
as ordinarily used in the conventional form of the three-moment equations.
The example below illustrates the use of the functions A andBin setting
up the three-moment equations.
Table14.FUNCTIONS A AND B FOR USE IN THREE-MOMENT EQUATIONS
c/i ordli A B
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 .0833 -.01380 -.02441
.1667 -.02702 .04245 .2500 -.03908 -.05471 .3333 -.04940 .06176 .4167 -.05741 .06417 .5000 -.06252 -.06252
.5833 .06417 .05741 .6667 -.06176 -.04940
.7500 -.05471 .03908
.8333 -.04245 -.02702 .9167 -.02441 -.01380 1.0000 .00000 .00000
Note: Ag = B5=-0.04167.
2. Example 9. A continuous beam of constantElis loaded as shown on
Figure 22.Determine the reactions.
Solution: Let the left span be span No. 1, the intermediate span bespan
No. 2 and the right span be span No. 3.SinceElis constant this will cancel
out of both sides of Equation 62.This equation may then be written twice,
once for spans No. 1 and No. 2, and once for spans No. 2 and No. 3.First
compute the factors,
=2,000 lb at=0.3333,
Pg=1,500 lb at- =0.5000,
i=90 in.,
=10 lb per in., 8,100 in.2,
A1 =-0.04940, óti -to,in.,
B1 =-0.06252, l=60 in.,
Bq 0.041 67,
12=3,600 in.2,
6122=21,600 in.2,
ql2B1-25.00, M-0.
Equation 62 for the left two spans then becomes,
300 M2 + 60 M148,600 (-. 98.80) + 21,600 (-93.78-25.00),
300 M2 + 60 M5 7,367,000. (62a)FOURIER SERIES IN SOLUTION OF BEAM PROBLEMS 55
LB 1500 LB 3000 LB
! 36' I36'-! 56' I40..1
Figure 22.Load Diagram for Example 9.
For the two right hand spans
c 1=90,
1,500 lb at= 0.5000, 1,2 =8,100,
61,' = 48,600,
P,3,000 lb at -0.5555, 3/I,0.
= 10 lb per in.,
A, =-0.06252,
A, = 0.04167,
B1= - 0.0595,
Q1A, = 93.78,
ql2A, = 25.00,
P1B1= - 178.50,
Equation 62 for the two right hand spans then becomes,
60 M,+ 300 M, = 21,600 (-93.78 25.00) + 48,600 (-178.50),
60 1k!2 + 300 M,11,243,000. (62b)
Solving Equations 62a and 62b simultaneously we obtain,
M, 17,772 in.-lb,
= 33,922 in.-lb.
From conditions of static equilibrium we may then find the reactions as,
R,1,136 lb,
R,=1,648lb,
R, = 3,026 lb,
R,= 1,290 lb.
The bending moment diagram may then be found byconventional methods or
by use of the moment coefficients dr and 'I'r.
IX. SOLUTION OF CANTILEVER BEAMPROBLEMS
1. The Simple Beam Equivalent to a Cantilever.While the co-
efficients 'I', F, F', and I' were all computed for a simplebeam it is possible to
use the values of these functionsin determining deflections, slopes, etc., on
cantilever beams.To do this we must consider a simple beam of twicethe
span of the cantilever with a load atits center equal to minus two times the56 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 18
total of the loads acting on the cantilever.This simple beam is loaded sym-
metrically about its center with the same loads as are actingon the cantilever.
In Figure 24 is shown a cantilever beam with several loadsQi, Q2 . . Q, acting.Also is shown the equivalent simple beam of twice the length.The
origin of coordinates for the cantilever beam is taken at the free end.Conse-
quently all deflections will be determined relative to this.If the deflection of
any point on the cantilever relative to the support is desired this may be ob-
tained by subtracting the deflection at the center of the equivalent simple beam
2 HCANTILEVER BEAM WITH
Cm H ORIGIN OF COORDINATES
I- x
ITAKEN AT LEFT END.
11 _ 1
I_ j- 4 2
Cyy -1 I- Cm
I- x
I- X -
h- C2I I m I)C2 _ H
I I -2Q I
i0 m m Q2Q
SIMPLE BEAM EQUIVALENT TO CANTILEVER SHOWN ABOVE
Figure 24.Cantilever Beam with Equivalent Simple Span.
from the deflection of the point under consideration.The deflection at the
center of the simple beam may, because of the symmetrical loading be written,
±=z[Qicii+Q22+Q_Qi]_. (63)
2. Example 10. A cantilever beam 60 in. long, with a constant El of
10 X 10 lb-in.2is loaded with a load of 500 lb at the free end and a load of
800 lb at 20 in. from the free end.Find the deflection of the free end.
Solution:The length of the equivalent simple beam is 2 X 60120 in.,
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from Figure 23,
C
Q2800 lb at= 0.1667,
(500 + 800) = 1,3001b,
/ C X1\
4',( at=0,---= I0.00000,
V 1 12/
C .i 1
'1)2at=0.1667,---- 0.01008,
1 1 2
Clx 1
4'at----, O.02083,
121 2
1' (120)' - = ---- = 0.01728.
ElIOXIO'
Substituting these values in Equation 63,
y..' =2[500(0.0) + 800 (-0.01008) 1300 (-0.02083)] (0.01728),
2
= 0.65 7 in.
The deflection of the free end of the cantilever relative to the fixed end
is then,
0.0000.6570.657 in.
When the equivalent simple beam for the corresponding cantilever is con-
sidered, any of the methods discussed previously, which are applicable tothe
solution of the simple beam problems, are then applicable to thesolution of
the cantilever beam problems.Deflection, slope, moment, and shear coefficients
could be computed for the cantilever beam, but this seems unnecessaryin view
of the fact that, with little difficulty, the simple beam coefficients may beused.
X.DETERMINATION OF FOURIER SERIES COEF-
FICIENTS BY HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF
BENDING MOMENTS
1. Statically Determinate Beams.For beams having constantEl,the
determination of the Fourier series coefficients is most readily accomplished by
the energy method discussed in the previous chapters. When the beam stiffness,
El,varies in any arbitrary manner, however, the method becomes cumbersome.
Methods of harmonic analysis may then be used.The method outlined below
may be used also for beams of constantstiffness.In general the values of the58 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 18
coefficients of the series obtained by harmonic analysis of the bending moments
will not check exactly the values obtained by the energy method.
First, let us assume that it is desired to obtain the deflection curve of a
simple beam for which the moments at any point are statically determinate but
that, in general, has a stiffness,El,that varies with z.The deflection curve
is given by the series,
Then,
Let,
and,
then,
y= (64)
.2
fl7TXM
(65)
dx2 12 1 El
MI2-=2, (66)
E11r2
b2 - n2a2, (67)
fl'ITX
zb,,sin-. (68)
If the coefficientsb,,can be determined, then the coefficientsa2are obtainable
from Equation 67.The equation of the deflection curve is then known. The
function z may or may not be continuous.Values of z may always be obtained
for any value of x if the beam dimensions and the bending moments are known
for all values of x.
Methods of harmonic analysis (5) are available for determining the co-
efficientsb2for a finite number of terms.In many cases the first few
coefficients of the series are sufficient to represent the deflection curve with
necessary accuracy.In some cases, however, more terms of the series are re-
quired so that it seems advisable here to include the formulas for eleven co-
efficients, which may be determined from values of z taken at the eleven
x 1 23 11
points= -, -, ... -. Let these values of z be denoted by
1 12 12 12 12
Zi,22 . . .Ziirespectively.The formulas for the coefficients b, may be
written directly in terms of the22values.It is more convenient, however, to
use the following tabular form with certain changes of variables as indicated.
First, let,
v1=2z,, V2=222...=22,1.FOURIER SERIES IN SOLUTION OF BEAM PROBLEMS 59
Then tabulate these as follows,
Vi V2 V, V4 V5
V11 Vio Vs V, Vs
SumPs Ps Ps Ps Ps
Differenceq1 q2 q q4 qs
q2
Sum g1 g2 Sumc
Differenceh1 Differenced
The coefficients are then,
1/ 1 1 b1= Spi+p2+p3+--p4+Cp5+v6
12 2 V2 2
\/3 b2= gi+gs+qs
122 2
1E 1 1 b3=
Ipzv6+(pi+p1p5)I, 12L I
=
24
1 1 1 b5z_ Cpi+p2--ps--pa+Sp5+ve
12 2 V2 2
b6(giqs),
12
1/ 1 1 b1=Cp,--ps--ps+p4+Sp5----vo
12 2 /2 2
V3
b8 = d,
24
1 b9=v6ps+(pi+psp1)
12L \/2
1/1
12\2 2
1/ 1 1 /3
b11 =(Sp1 -P2 + Ps P4 + Cp5 - V6, (69)
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where,
C = 0.96593, S = 025882.
These coefficients were determined by a least square analysis of the func-
tion of Equation 68.The values of the coefficients are those that will provide
the best possible fit of the curve of z plotted against z if the series of Equa-
tion 68 is carried to eleven terms.The values of the coefficients a may then
be found from Equation 67, i.e.,
1 1
a, b1,a, b,, . .a, = b11.
(2)2 (11)'
2. Application to the Solution of Example 3.Let us illustrate the use
of this method by using it for the solution of Example 3.First, we must cal-
x 12 11
culate the values offor the eleven points - = -, -... -, by use of
1 1212 12
Equation 66.Since in this example,
1' (120)2
=0.00000811,
r'EI6X30X10'Xr'
MI' = = 0.00000811 M.
'r2EI
We then compute values of the moment at the eleven values of x and solve for
values of z and v.These computations are shown in Table 15.
Using the scheme of computation shown above for obtaining p,q, g, Ii,c,
and d, we have,
0,to v, 0.576 0.762 0.948 1.054 1.160
v,, to v, 0.4940.794 1.096 1.1521208
p 1.070 1.5562.0442.206 2.368
q 0.082-.032-.148-.098-.048
q1toq 0.082-.032 h1 .130
qtoq4-.048-.098 h2 .066
g 0.034-.130 c .196
h .130 .066 d .064
Then from Equation 69,
1
L°2588
(1.070)+ -(1356)+(0.707) (2,044)
12
+(0.866) (2.206)
+2(0.9659)
(2.368)+1.2M]
=0.663, and
a,=-0.663.Table 15.CALCULATIONS FOR SOLUTION OF EXAMPLE 3 BY HARMONIC ANALYSIS
xli 1/12 2/12 3/12 4/12 5/12 6/12 7/12 8/12 9/12 10/12 11/12
xM
c
10 20
35,500 47,000
0.288 0.381
0.576 0.762
301
58,500
0.474
0.948
40 50 60
65,000 71,500 78,000
0.527 0.580 0.632
1.054 1.160 1.264
70
74,500
0.604
1.208
80
71,000
0.576
1.152
90
67,500
0.548
1.096
100
49,000
0397
0.794
110
30,500
0.247
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Also,
I Il
b2
j (0.034) + (0.866) ( 0.130) 0.148
12 L 2
=- 0.020,
a2+ (0.020) = 0.005,
b3 =[1.556_1.2+ (0.707) (1.070 + 2.044-2.368)
=- (0.819)
12
b3 0.0682,
a3 = 0.007,
b4 = (0.196) = 0.0141,
24
a40.001.
The other coefficients may also be determined, but using the above four co-
efficients only, the deflection curve may be written,
2crx 3crx 4nv
y 0.663sin+0.005sin 0.007sin 0.001 sin
1 1 I 1
(70)
For this particular example it is seen that the deflection curve can be
represented quite accurately by using only the first term of the series, although
four terms give a better approximation.In Table 16 is shown the comparison
of deflection values obtained by Equation70with the more exact values given
in Table9.The errors in the deflection at the points computed are less than
1 per cent for any value.
Table 16.CoMPARIsON OF DEFLECTIONS, OBTAINED BY DIFFERENT METHODS, FOR EXAMPLE 3
x y from Table 9 y from Equation 70
0 0.0000 0.0000
30 .4655 .4680
60 .6540 .6560
90 .4765 .4780
120 .0000 .0000
To illustrate the use of this method for variable El beams let us consider
the following example.
3.Example 11.In Figure25 isshown the loading diagram on a beam
with a varying moment of inertia.The I at the ends is 2.0 in.4and at the
center is10,0 in.4The moment of inertia I varies linearly from the ends-
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to the center.Determine the approximate equation of the deflection curve if
the modulus of elasticity is 30 X 100 psi.
Solution:Tile moment diagram for this beam is the same as for the
beam of Example2 so that the moments may be obtained from Table 8a.To
calculate tile values ofwe first find,
12 (120)2
=________________=0.0000486.
Ecr2 30 X 106>< 9.86
Then in Table17 values ofare computed at the eleven points x10, 20 30,
110.
LOAD DIAGRAM
500 LB 1000 LB 1500 LB
30 3d
LINEAR VARIATION OF I
FROM ENDS TO CENTER
MOMENT DIAGRAM
DIAGRAM
e
0030 6090120
'x IN INCHES
Figure 25.Diagrams for Example 11.Table 17.CALCULATIONS FOE EXAMPLE 11.
1/12 2/12L3/12
L12H
6/12 7/12 8/12 9/12
90
52,500
10/1211/12
x
M
10
12,500
20
25,000
30
37,500
40
45,000
50
52,500
60
60,000
70
57,500
80
55,000
100
35,000
110
17,500 I
Mu
3.333
3,750
4.667
5,351
6.000
6,250
7.333
6,135
8.667
6,060
10.000
6,000
8.667
6,630
7.333
7,500
6.000
8,750
4.667 3.333
0.1822 0.2605 0.3040 0.2980 0.2945 0.2915 0.3220 0.3641 0.4255
7,500
0.3641
5,250
0.2550 0.3644 0.5210 0.6080 0.5960 0.5890 0.5830 (3.6440 0.7212 0.8510 0.7282 0.5100FOURIER SERIES IN SOLUTION OF BEAM PROBLEMS 65
The other calculations are then made as follows,
v,to v,0.3644 0.5210 0.6080 0.5960 0.5890
Vuto12 .5100 .7282 .8510 .7282 .6440
Sump 0.8744 1.2492 1.4590 1.3242 1.2330
Differenceq-.1456-2072-.2430-.1322-.0550
q,toq2-.1456 -.2072 h1 -.0906
q5toq4-.0550-.1322 h2 -.0750
Sum g-.2006-.3394 Sum c -.1656
Differenceh-.0906-.0750 Difference d -.0156
lE 1
b,=-[(0.2588)(0.8744) +-(12492)+(0.707) (1.4590)
+(0.866)(1.3242)+(0.9659)(12330)+0.5830]
= 0.4003,
a, =0.4003,
i ri =
I(-0.2006) + (0.8660) (- 0.3394) - 0.2430
12 L 2
= - 0.0531,
a, = 0.01 33,
b3 =±[1.24920.5830 + 0.707 (0.8744 +1.4590_12330)]
= 0.1204,
a, =-0.0134,
V3
b4==-(-0.1656) =0.0119,
24
a4= 0.0007,
I
= _[(0.9659) (0.8744) +- (12492)- (0.707)(1.4590)
(0.866) (1.3242) + (02588) (12330) +0.5830]
= 0.0160,
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(-0.2006 + 02430),
12
= 0.0035,
=-0.0001,
1
b7 = - (0.8440 - 0.6246 - 1.0310 + 1.1480
12
+ 0.3195 0.5830),
= 0.0061,
a1 =-0.0001,
v3
b,= (-0.0156) =-0.0011,
24
a, = 0.0000,
b9= (0.5830-12492 +0.7780),
12
= 0.0093,
a, = - 0.0001,
1
b10 =- (-0.1003 + 02940-02430),
12
= 0.0041,
a,, = 0.0000,
= - (0.2265 0.6246 + 1.0310-1.1480 + 1.1910-0.5830),
12
= 0.0077,
a,, = 0.0001.
Summarizing these coefficients, we have,
b, = 0.4003, a, =- 0.4003,
b, =-0.0531, a, = 0.0133, = 0.1204, a,O.0134,
b40.0119, a4 = 0.0007, = 0.0160, a,0.0006,
= 0.0035, a40.0001,
= 0.0061, a,0.0001, = 0.0011, a, = 0.0000,
b, = 0.0093, a,-0.0001, = 0.0041, a,, 0.0000,
b,, = 0.0077. a1, =-0.000 1.
An examination of these coefficientsshows the muchmore rapid conver-
sion of the deflection seriesthan of the series for moment.Since, however, theFOURIER SERIES IN SOLUTION OF BEAM PROBLEMS 67
moments are known from principles ofstatics, the coefficientsa,,are the
only ones of interest here.To show the effect of the number of terms on the
deflection, this deflection has been computed using various numbers of terms of
the series.These results are given in Table 18.
Table18.COMPARISON OF DEFLECTIONS FOR BEAM OF EXAMPLE 11 USING VARYING
NUMBER OF TERMS
y, using Iterm using 3 terms y, using .5 terms
0.000 0.000 0.000
30
I .283 .279 .275
60 .400 .387 .393
90 I .283 .105 .301
120 .000 .000 .000
In many analyses it is assumed that the deflection of a span may be com-
puted approximately by considering the span of varying El to be replaced by
one of the same length with itsElequal to the average of the actual El
values.That this assumption may lead to serious errors is indicated by com-
parison of the deflection values for Example 2 and Example 11.The length,
loading, and averageElfor these two beams are the same. The deflection at
the center of the constantElbeam of Example 2 is0.474 while for the
beam of Example 11 the deflection at the center is 0.393. The error here is
20 per cent.In many problems this error would be too great to justify the use
of the average El in the calculations.
4. Statically Indeterminate Beams. As in previous chapters we may
reduce the statically indeterminate beams to simple beams loaded with unknown
loads or couples at the points of application of the statically indeterminate re-
actions.For any single unknown load Q on a simple beam the equation of the
elastic curve may be written,
n7TX
y=Q (71)
wherea,,are the coefficients of the series for a unit load acting at thepoint of
application of Q.If an end couple, M, of unknown amount is acting, the
equation of the elastic curve may be written,
n'ZT%
y = M/?,, sin-, (72)
where /3,, are the coefficients of the series for a unit couple applied at the point
of application of M,.
If all other loads on the structure are of known amount the equation for the
deflection due to these may be written as in previous discussions as,
fl'JTZ
y=a,,sin, (73)
If a beam has one reaction of an unknown amount Q acting a distance c
from the left end and an end couple of unknown amount M. acting on the left
end of the beam then the deflection curve may be written,68 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN No. 18
fl7TV n7T n2TX y=Q
or,
fl2Tx y sin. (74)
The reactions Q and M may then be determined by the conditions,at x =0,
dy
- 0, and at z = c, y = 0.
dx
LOAD DIAGRAM
500 LB 1000 LB 1500 LB
-::1.. 30' .- 30' -I-.. o 4.3O-1
(1
60' -I-'
EQUIVALENT 5MPLE BEAM
500 LB 1000 LB 500 LB
MOMENT DIAGRAM FOR Q = 10 LB
MOMENT DIAGRAM FOR M = 1.0 IN-LB
X IN INCHES
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The methods of harmonic analysis may be applied directly to determine the
coefficients of Equation 74, but it is simpler to consider first the simple beam
loaded only with the unknown end couple M,, and to determine the coefficients
f.?,., and then to consider the beam loaded only with the unknown reaction Q
and determine the coefficientsa,The coefficientsafor the known loads are
determined as in Example 11.The application of this method is illustrated in
the example below.
5. Example 12.In Figure 26 is shown the loading diagram for a two-'
span continuous beam with the left end of the beam rigidlyencastered.De-
termine the reactions.
Solution:First draw the equivalent simple beam as shown on Figure 26.
* This equivalent simple beam is the same as that of Example 11 except for the
unknown moment M and the unknown reaction Q.The moment diagrams,
with a unit load replacing Q, and a unit couple replacing M, are also shown.
The coefficientsa,,are then computed by the methods of harmonic analysis
discussed previously.
In Tables 19 and 19a the values of z and v are multiplied by l0 for con-
venience in calculation.
Computation of a,,,
Vi'tov5' 1.4562.0822.4302.6462.802
Vii'tov7' 1.4562.082 2.430 2.646 2.802
Sum p' 2.912 4,1644.8605292 5.604
Difference q' 0 0 0 0 0
gi' g2' =hi h2'c'd' = 0.
a=r(02588) (2.912) + 2,082 + (0.707) (4.860)
12 L
+ (0.866) (5.294) + (0.9659) (5.604)+2.916
ai' 1.598,
= 0.0001598,
= 0,
9a'=[4,164-2.916 + (0.707) (2.912) +4.860-5.604)
12 L
0.232,
a3' = - 0.026,
= - 0.0000026,
- 25a5' r(0.9659) (2.912) + 2.0823.435 - 4.580
12 L
+ (0.2588) (5.604) + 2.916
0.1040,Table 19.CALCULATIONS FOR DETERMINATION OFCOEFFICIENTS IN EXAMPLE 12
x/1 1/12 2/12 3/12 4/12 5/12 6/12 7/12 8/12 9/12 10/12 11/12
x 10P20 30 40 50[o 70 80P90 100 110 M 5 10 15 20 25 30 25 20 15 10 5
1 3.333 4.667 6.000 7.333 8.667 10.000 8.667 7.333 6.000 4.667 3.333 Mu 1.500 2.142 2.500 2.725 2.882 3.000 2.882 2.725 2.500 2.142 1.500
X 10 .728 1.041 1.215 1.323 1.401 1.458 1.401 1.323 1.215 1.041 .728
1.456 2.082 2.430 2.646 2.802 2.916 2.802 2.646 2:430 2.082 1.456
Note: v'=vX104
0
Table 19a.CALCULATIONS FOR DETERMINATION OF COEFFICIENTS
f3,RN EXAMPLE 12
x/1 1/12 2/12 3/12 4/12 5/12 6/12 7/12 8/12 9/12 10/12 11/12
z 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 M 0.917 0.833 0.750 0.667 0.583 0.500 0.417 0.333 0.250 0.167 0.083
1 3.333 4.667 6.000 7.333 8.667 10.000 8.687 7.333 6.000 4.667 3.333
M/I 0.2750 0.1785 0.1250 0.0910 0.0672 0.0500 0.0481 0.0454 0.0417 0.0357 0.0250
a X 10 .1335 .0867 .0607 .0442 .0327 .0243 .0233 .0221 .0203 .0173 .0121 V .2670 .1734 .1214 .0884 .0654 .0486 .0466 .0442 .0406 .0346 .0242
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0.0042,
=0.0000004.
From the foregoing it appears that computation of further coefficients is un
necessary since the coefficients are converging so rapidly.Summarizing we
have,
Computation of /3,,,
vi'tov5' 0.2670
z'11tov7 0.0242
Sum p' 0.2912
Differenceq'0.2428
q1', q,' 0.2428
qi','24 0.0188
Sum g' 0.2616
Difference h'02240
=0.0001598,
02 0.0000000,
03= - 0.0000026,
04 =0.0000000,
(55=0.0000004,
(54=0.0000000.
0.1734 0.1214 0.08840.0654
0.0346 0.0406 0.0442 0.0466
02080 0.16200.1326 0.1120
0.1388 0.08080.0442 0.0188
0.1388 h1' 0.2240
0.0442 h2 0.0946
0.1830 Sum c' 0.3186
0.0946 Difference d' 0.1294
=[02588(02912) +0.1040+ (0.707) (0.1620)
12 L
+ 0.866 (0.1326) + (0.9659) (0.1120) + 0.0486
=0.04711,
= - 0.000004711,
-4/32' = [0.1308+ 0.866 (0.1830) + 0.0808
12 L
/3,' = - 0.00771,
th= -0.000000771,
- 9/3' =±.r020800.0486
12L
+ (0.707) (0.2912 + 0.1620-.--0.1120)
=0.0037 1,
/3, = -0.000000371,
v3
16/34' = (0.3186) = 0.0230,
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/34=0.00144,
/34=0.000000144,
25135' = r0.9659(0.2912) + 0.1040-0.1145 ll48
12 L
+ 0.0290 + 0.0486
=0.00078,
= 0.000000078,
36/3,' = - (02616-0.0808) = 0.01507,
12
/3,' =0.00042,
/3, =0.000000042.
Summarizing these values of /3 we have,
th =-0.000004711,
132=0.00000077 1,
th = - 0.000000371,
= - 0.000000 144, =0.000000078,
/3, =0.000000042.
At the point of application of the center reaction the deflection must be zero.
I
Substituting y0, x - in Equation 74,
n,n.
0=(Q+MS3+a) sin,
2
orlettingnl,2,3...6,
Q (xja+ 05)+ M($1/33+$5) + (aias+as--as)0,
which upon substitution of numerical values gives,
0.0001576Q0.000004418 M0.3874 = 0. (75)
At the left end of the beam the slope must be zero. From Equation 74 we
have by differentiation,
dy '77 n'2Tx cos. (76) =(Qna,,+M,n/3,,+na,,)
1
dy
Substituting - 0, at x = 0, this becomes,
dx
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Substituting numerical values this gives,
0.0001696 Q0.000008581 M, 0.4168 = 0. (77)
Solving Equations75and77simultaneously for Q andMwe obtain.
M. 104lb-in.,
Q2,455ib, or,
R22,455 lb.
In the Appendix (XIII) are given formulas for the coefficients b,,b2, b,
x1234 5
b4,andb5,determined from the five points= -, -, -, -, and -. The
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use of this five term series will give results that are,in general, less accurate
than those of the eleven point analysis.In many problems, however, the five
point analysis will give values sufficiently accurate.Use of the five point
analysis will save considerable time in the solution of the problems.
XI. CONCLUSIONS
1. In practical beam analysis and design the loads, effective momentsof
inertia, and the modulus of elasticity are usually not known to a highdegree
of accuracy.All that is necessary in the stress analysis of such structures is
to use a method that will give results as accurate as thebasic data on which the
analysis is made.It is believed that for most practical problems the methods
discussed in this report can be applied without any sacrifice of accuracybut
with a considerable simplification of computation, and a saving of time.
2. The method of determining the coefficients of the series byharmonic
analysis may be applied in the general case of beams of varying, as well asof
constant, stiffness.Continuous analytic expressions for the deflection and slope
may be obtained even though the moments and thestiffness, El, are discontinu-
ous functions.
3. The methods given here for solution of structures that arehighly inde-
terminate statically are subject to the same difficulties arising in the useof the
method of least work, slope deflection methods, and others.That is, as the
number of simultaneous equations increases, the difficulty in solvingthese
equations increases rapidly.For structures of this type the moment distribu-
tion method(4)of Professor Hardy Cross is recommended. When applying
the moment distribution method, however, itis necessary to determine the
fixed-end moments.These are defined as the moments that would exist on the
ends of a span if the ends were fixed so that no rotation is produced.It is also
necessary to determine the stiffness factor.This factor is defined as the ratio
of the momentMapplied on one end of a span, assumed simply supported at
that end, to the rotation at that end.If the spans under consideration are
beams of varying El then the methods of harmonic analysis discussedin Chap-
ter X are often useful in determining thefixed-end moments and stiffness
factors.
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XIII. APPENDIX
If the series of Equations 68 is carried to five terms only, the coefficients
are obtainable as follows.First calculate from Equation 66, values of z at the
x1234 5
five points, - = -, --, -, -, and -. Then compute v, p,q, g, and h as
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follows,
v1=2z,, v2=2z2 ... v=2z2,
Vi 02 q1
V V q2
SumPi P2 Sum g
Differenceq q2 Differenceh
1E 1 \ b1=I V3+P,+P2
6L 2 2
'/3 b2 = -
12
b3= (piv,),
6
'/3
b4 = - Is,
12
1/ 1 \/ b6=Vs+P1---P2
6 2 2
Using this method in the solution of Example 11 we have from Table 17,
xli 1/6 2/6 3/6 4/6 5/6
Mu
v
5,351
0.5210
6,135
0.5960
6,000
0.5830
7,500
0.7282
7,500
0.7282
Vi tOV 0.5210 0.5960 qi02072
Vto040.7282 0.7282 0.1322
Pi to 2 12492 1.3242 g-0.3394
q1 to q202072-0.1322 h-0.0750FOURIER SERIES IN SOLUTION OF BEAM PROBLEMS 75
=-(0.5830+0.6246+1.1480)=0.3926,
6
'/3
b2=(- 0.3394)= -0.0490,
12
1
b2=(12492--0.5830)=0.1110,
6
'/3
b4=(- 0.0750)=0.0108,
12
b5=(0.5830 +0.6246-1.1480)=0.0099.
6
a1= = -0.3926,
a2-b2=0.0122,
4
a3= b3= -0.0123,
9
a4=-=0.0007,
16
a3 = b5= -0.0004.
25
1 1
Using these values the deflections y, at the three points x = -, z = -, and
31 4 2
= -, are respectively0.274, 0.38 1, and 0298. These may be corn-
4
pared to the values given in Table 18 for the five term series computed from
eleven points.
It is often advisable to compute the coefficients using the five point analy-
sis.If the series shows a rapid convergence then it.is unnecessary to carry out
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